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Editorial
Dream and Destiny are the two words that connect the brain with reality. 'WORDBRIDGE' though very fresh to shape
your dream and show you the reality yet proved worth walking head high as an individual one . The urge to do
something unique and distinctive, Wordbridge is constantly heading towards that path which will be regarded as
Pioneer in its own arena ! To ensure proper guideline , we constantly seek advice from our parents and also students.
Because we strongly believe - we are like that gardener who need proper advice to see the flowers bloom at their best.
Thank you

Mohitur Rahman, RhD & Debashish Saha

Management, Wordbridge School

Flower Power in Bangladesh
The story of Shahan Ara (Jhikorgacha, Bangladesh)

Shahan Ara did not complete grade school and she has faced many setbacks. She lost her husband in 2000 and
was left alone and in debt with three children to support. Out of desperation, she started cultivating the gladiolus
flower on leased land.

Since those difficult early days, Shahan Ara has received training in floriculture, and fertilizer and water manage-
ment. She has learned how to protect roses and stunning, colorful gerbera flowers from pests and the shock of
transportation to the market. She has also received loans and opportunities to visit and learn from other flower
farms. Her business has expanded significantly since her involvement with the crop diversification project started
in 2012,leading to an increase in her income of 1-50 percent, she said.

Shahan Ara is now a member of the Bangladesh Flower Society and interacts with flower traders at the national
Ievel. "l can sell flowers directly to my buyer in Dhaka; there is no middleman now," she said. Her success has
allowed her to purchase a plot of land and build a house for her family.

She has also become an advocate for flower farmers in her area. "We have urged the government to establish a

permanent centralflower market in Dhaka," she said. "We also need a cold storage in my sub-district. I dream of
owning a truck to carry flowers to the market directly." Source : ADB
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The Sight
Wasitul Hoque, Class-Vlll

"Mom!Apple released a new iphone, can you buy me that today?" lwas exhilarated when
her answer was a yes. We went to the shop and bought the expensive product. I was thinking
about what new functrons the phone had, how beautiful it looked, but did not think for a

single moment about how much money I had to spend behind a simple phone.

When lwas returning, lfeltvery hungryas ldid not have my breakfast. linsisted my mother
to take me to Burger king. She took me there and late a lot. Took the ice cream and came to mycar holding it. At
that trme I saw a small boy looking at the ice cream. He was so thin that the framework of his bones were visible.
Beside him was another boy who seemed to be his brother. He was also in the same condition. For a moment lfelt
as if I should give the ice cream to them

They were both sharing a small piece of bread which they picked up from the road. This sight really made my heart
heavy and I gave my ice cream to them. I saw how happy they became, seeing their happiness also made me happy.
I realized that I was a spoilt brat. I spent a lot of money for brand new phones, famous restaurants food, while there
are some people who do not even get food and suffer a lot. This sight, really changed me!
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There was a workshop conducted by Lyra for the teachers where some of our teachers participated. We think
these sorts of workshop can enhance the quality of the teachers. At the end, certificates were distributed
among them.

Pohela Boishakh - there was a grand gala show to celebrate Bengali New Year, L424 arranged by Wordbridge
Authority. Songs, Dance, recitation, drama and what not? The additional attraction was the "Mela". lt was
really a great, enjoyable day for our students, teachers & parents! Various news papers also covered the news
in their renowned papers.



Darkness terrifies me
Oyonti Hridita Nasir, Class-Vlll

Everywhere they are waiting, ln silence, in boredom. Staring into space, with hopes that
they will be able to live a peaceful life, analogous to the one they led before. The space,
which they stared at, was the wall, instead of the sky, above their heads. lnside the dark
rooms, nothing was visible. All one could sense was the pain and all one could hear was

the sore screams, depressing shouts and traumatic cries. The experience of the suffocation we all are going
through is the truth, none can turn their faces away from. Surely, I do not know how my words describing the
torture and torment we came across will affect the ones who are unknown to this,

It started from a pleasant morning when I was at my balcony, looking at the kids playing near the pond, in the
park. The weather was enjoyable; windy although slightly sunny. Everything was pleasing until the sound of the
firing scared away all the birds and caused the dogs to bark from deep inside, the kids to run away towards their
houses. All these unusual acts created a chaos. Elsewhere, lwas in intense thought regarding the existent
incident' All at once, lcould see some men, in decent uniform, ferociously dragging people towards their
prisoner vehicles. I was totally blank about what was happing. Suddenly, someone pulled my hair so harshly
that I fell down and it caused my forehead to bleed badly. No one paid any heed. lnstead, they were running
and screaming to save their lives. A man dragged me towards the vehicle and I had no energy to oppose that
force. I felt my elbows and knees burning and bleeding, Now, we were inside the vehicle where I found people
bursting out of terror. lt was more than a day, we were sitting in the cars and waiting until we were pushed out
of them. The light of the dull sun hit our eyes to make them shut but that moment was the only one when we
smiled, probably for the last time.

It has been days we are alive without having enough food and essentials and going through such misery. Soon
living turned into surviving. We could not sleep, but breathe in suffocation inslde the concealed rooms. We had
work harder each day than the previous. Those who failed to carry out the task were murdered. I was
astonished atthe differenttechniques of the killings. They literallychopped people and shotthem at leastten
times! Such inhuman of them ! This enraged the inner us but the fear terrified us and caused us to remain silent.
The terror encouraged us to stay quiet inside the darkness. None of us wanted to die so we had to do what we
were told to. I do not know if I can live a bit longer since my body is giving up; I have no strength anymore. Till
then will we be able to survive? Can we meet our hope- to live happily? ...

XULUNG PLANET

Fabeya Kabir, Class-Vl

Once there was a planet, different from other planets. The shape of the planet was hexa-
gon shape. The planet was crystal colour. The creature of that planet were in the shape
of mango. They were blue in colour. The planet name was Xulung because of the planet
was made of diamond. They called diamond Xulung so.

They were more intelligent than human and had advance technology. They used to eat
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lecwa (bubbles which we called) it was made of soap. They were friendly, kind and always speak truth with
each other. One day, Tukzian people came in that planet which was far away from Xulung. fhey were rude,
arrogant and bad people. They were more intelligent than Xulung people. They took all the intelligence of
Xulung people. But except one group of people who was roaming In the space. The Tukzian people kept their
intelligence in a diamond room.

The group of people who were in outer space got the signal and came back to their planet. They fought with
the guards who were guarding outside the diamond room. The other people got back their intelligence. They
all fought against the Tukzian people and they won.
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Reading books is a very good habit. We want to instill this reading habit to our children. To mark the impor-
tance of this, a book fair was arranged on "The World Book Day Fesl,2017" by presenting story books to each
of the students.

Table Manner, how to use umbrella in rain or in scorching heat, Healthy Food Habit, buying tiffin from the
canteen all by the tiny toddlers were some of the activities for our kindergarten level.

ln last session, "We recognized our students as the "First Graduating Batch ,20L6-17" and they were awarded
with certificates. All the best for the students of running session as well.
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Patriotic Zeal and A Small Us!
Niladri Saha Saccha, Class-X

"Patriotism isthe last refuge of a scoundrel," says Dr. Johnson. ln the modern world where
cunning selfish people thrive and the-working conscientious people suffer; the quotation
holds good' The corrupt few pass for patriots and hold the entire nation to ransom.
Howeveq all people are not like this. Most of the people are patriotic by nature. They are
only allured and misled by the crafty politicians. Ever since men appeared on this earth, he
has loved the land of his birth, his native land. The place where we spend our childhood

and youth look attractive to us. We cherish its mountains, hills, rivers, valleys, fields, trees and gardens. We like
the culture of our country and the habits and manners of our compatriots. Their very clothes, living and eating
habits look charming to us. That is why, Sir Walter Scott, the famous poet of Scotland has said,

"Breathes there the man with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said,

This is my own, the native land?"
Unfortunately, nowadays, we the Bangladeshis lack patriotic feelings. We give preference to religions, regional
and parochial thought. Our twenty four years long slavery was the result of the nine months long war,
emanating from lack of patriotism. We are the first and maybe the only country in the world to give lives for a
language. Was that necessary? Yes, the thing is that the patriots and called the language their only way to
express their thoughts. They loved their mother tongue more than adopting a foreign language where they
might be experts but not the best. Even at present our youths are misled by the crafty neighboring powers and
instigated to destabilize our country and spread lawlessness all around. ls it always necessary to be bound
wearing tight jeans and tees watching the Americans lndians wearing it? Take a brainstorming then. ls our
traditional Panjabi and Pajama bad? Think.

Bangladesh has a very old and grand civilization and culture. We should be proud of it. She has given birth to
some of the greatest men in the history of the world; an example is our father of the nation, Bangabandhu
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. She has made tremendous progress after independence and has vast resources to be
one of the world powers. We are referred as one of the top exporters of garments products in the world
market. She is the country having the eighth largest populafion in the world, a trademark of fertility and
referred as the gold of the Asian continent. She is also the believer of unity and has formed the SAARC(South
Asian Association for Regional Cooperation). More than half of our population is composed of farmers who
work hard under the glowing red hot sun amber and crimson clouds. We got a number of the 'World's Top' like
the largest river delta and the largest mangrove forest. Not only that, what gives Bangladesh the most profit is
the tourism sector because of the longest unbroken sea-beach on the earth, the sea shore beauty, the Cox's
Bazaar. We got one of the Nobel winning economist to plan for our better future, we got a song to call and sing
as our National Anthem. Who wrote that? He is the great Poet, Rabindranath Tagore. We got a mother tongue
to speak in, Bangla, which is used as second language in some parts of the world. We are small: truly small
compared to our neighboring country and western counties but we are not less than anyone. Bangladesh
Armed Forces (Police, Army, etc.) send the maximum number of officers for UN mission and Bangladesh shows
humanity to all' Though we are known for our humanity for years; we are not only in words. We provided
shelter to 'Rohingyas' who left their state to save their lives, We are all brothers and sisters and a family. Among
the five geothermal engineers of the world, three are Bangladeshis. We are a family all around the globe and
never fail to express it. Though being a monsoon flooding prone area, we still stand by the victims of the
disaster and try to help them out of the problem. We got unity despite following different religions. The
predominant religion is lslam and the largest minority is Hinduism, and same shed and call that a festive.
Despite all personal sorrows, we share all of us. Thus, we became BANGLADESH.

Let us appreciate her unity in diversity and respect people of all religious, castes and economic quality, health
and education to all and work together to make our loving Bangladesh strong. Mark the words of UN Secretary
Ban Ki-Moon,

"There can be no PLAN B, because there is no PLANET B"

We are one, and ought to remain ONE.
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IIMUN Bangladesh Workshoptook place in Wordbridge premisesconducted bya delegatefrom Delhi, lndia.
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HATRED

Shafqat Haque Shadman, Class- Xl (Magnolia)

As barrages of death escaped from his clutches, his whole life seemed to whiz past his
eyes; flashes of reminiscence from the time when he was just a little boy, holding his
fatheri trying to walk. lt was as if that day had never passed, as if he could still hear his
father's voice telling him: "Go on son! You can do it!"
yet...

Now, he was standing at the crossroads of life. The memories not only rekindled a warm sensation within
him, but also ignited the hatred he had once buried deep beneath his mind; hatred for the people who had
alienated him and shunned away his father. Amidst all this conflict of mind, one thing was unaltered; his
finger on the trigge6 as the sounds of death broke through the silence of the night...

Growing up in a neighborhood where racial diversity was seen as a plague, Stephen and his family were
haunted by the aggressive demeanor of the people to word them. Regardless, they to live. His father ran a
small store near their home, just barely making a living for the family. All was well, till the night his father was
murdered brutally right in front of their doorstep. Beside his body, lay a small packet which read: Happy
Birthday Stephen...

No one was punished that night, except Stephen. His fault, was his birth, his origin...

For 15 years, he tried to engulf the flames within him, but the fire was not one to go out, not without blazing
so bright so as to burn his life with it. But, he was already dead; dead inside the night his father died. As he
came out from the shop, ready to hunt, there was no remorse, no, there was only one emotion, the only
emotion he was taught by the society as everyone called. HATREDI!l

The blazing guns lit up the dark, shattering the stillness and solitude of the night sky. One by one, bodies kept
falling to their feet, to the ground. The smell of gunpowder and that of blood had become a nauseating
concoction, yet, amidst the bloodshed, Stephen was there, standing..,

With a wide grin across his face, he just stood there, alone in the now desolate and abandoned stadium,
surrounded by sirens blaring from all directions. He knew he had come full circle. And only one thing was left
to do...

One last shot broke through the night silence, before everything returned to the shadows of the night.
Countless people like Stephen battle their lives out everyday. Everyday they try to survive this rat race of a
life. Now question arises, is it their fault that they are pushed to the edge and handed on a platter to death
and insanity? Or is it the vice of our imperfection that we pretend a blind eye for all these?

StorY: The crocodile's Tail

Adity Japomala Rozario, Class-lV

A hungry crocodile was lying; waiting for animals to come near the river. ln the same river lived
a crab who agreed to help the crocodile in searching food. The crocodile told the crab to bring
jackel near the river. So, the crab went to brlng the jackel to the crocodile. He found the jackel
eating a fowl. "Oh, after this hearty meal, you must be thirsty! Come. I will take you to the
river", called out the crab. The jackel was clever and replied, "Thank you, but I am not thirsty."
When the crocodile heard this, he was furious. Now they decided that the crab would go to the jackel and give him
the news of the crocodile's death. The next day hearing the crab, the jackel went to the riverside and said aloud. "l
know the crocodile is not dead because even when crocodiles are dead, their tails move". The crocodile at once
started wagging his tail. The jackel laughed aloud, "You fool! I was just testing you", and fled to safety.
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"Wordbridge" as a new school put its first step in the world of "ClE" result - 62 students from Wordbridge
have appeared for'O'& ?f Level Examination May/une 2017. And their result was amazing! Wordbridge
congratulates its "First Achievers" whole heartedly.

Few students have participated in the Final
come out. Let's keep our finger crossed...
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Round of "Faber-Castell Art Competition". The result is yet to
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Wordbridge always stands beside the distressed people when they are in need. Therefore, all the teachers &
students of the school contributed money and food items for the flood affected people of Kurigram.



DIFFERENT IN OUR VERY OWN WAYS

Syeda Adeeba Aysha, Class-Vlll

The chaos and shouts hit me like a sudden wave as I entered the field one sunny morn-
ing. The sun that was yellow just an hour ago, turned out to be a huge red balloutpour-
ing all the anger and disappointment right above my forehead. There was no softness in
the air.

Perhaps this was the very reason for all the corruption, cruelty and immorality in our
blood.

My parents thought that changing of my school to a renowned one will provide me with proper education.
Undoubtedly, the decision was not really meant to be 'OKAY'for me.

It was the first day of my school, a fresh start to a new journey which will indeed be incarcerated safe and
sound in my stupendous short life journey. Perhaps, that day will never be cherished, but it will definitely be
counted as a lesson full of hatred and detestation.

I was seating on a bench, excited to make new friends, when I saw a group of boys who seemed to be over
privileged heading towards a bench right next to mine. They sat there and started to talk amongst them-
selves. I overheard them saying that I did not deserve to be present right there for my gender. I was told that
a girl didn't belong to a renowned school and I was asked to leave.

We predominantly live in the same kind of area, inhale the very same air and most importantly, we stand in
the same land. you'll definitely never look like the person sitting right next to you. But, did the creator really
make us so different?

I was always taught by my parents never to pay any heed to other's opinion towards you, but the words
started haunting me. I gradually started questioning my existence. I started to feel unwanted.

Unfortunately, I was born and raised up in such a society where girls are called 'well-cultured' only when they
wear fully covered cloth. Families who spend money on a girl's better future is called to be 'foolish'. Perhaps,
this is a girl's fault that she cannot choose her gender before her birth. People can be of different places,
different skin shades, different races mostly, different genders. But, why do we need to pass comments which
might hurt others? Are we really so harsh?

Racism: The dictionary will define this six lettered word to be the belief that all members of each race possess
characteristics or abilities specific to that race, especially so as to distinguish is as inferior or superior to
another race or races. On the other hand, racism definitely means so much more than it actually is defined
to be. This one word can be enough for a person to question her existence, make feel inferior and most
importantly, it stops oneself to develop his skills, just the way I stopped going to my sports clubs and that very
new school.

I strictly belief that stopping myself from doing all the things that I love to do will not help me to achieve
anything in my life. Rather; it will prove me weak and sensitive. I belief that every person has the right to take
their own decisions, to prove themselves worthy and different. I belief that every person is different in her
own ways. They're beautiful in their own ways.

lf every person was same, with same mentality, same skin color and same gender then, undoubtedly every
man, woman and children would've been born with same kind of talents. Our 40,075 kilometers spheroid
shaped Earth would've no improvement from 4.6 billion years ago if every person was alike. lf every person
was similar, then we would've failed to get great public figures like Rachel Carson, lndira Gandhi, Mother
Teressa etcetra.

We, as human need to get out of this entire nutshell of discriminating one's capability. A girl or a boy, tall or
short, fair or dark, we're all human. At the end of the day we need to breathe the same oxygen and live in the
same world. We're all different, but are we really so different to discriminate?



Wordbridge believes in other activities besides class room oriented lessons. Games and Sports is one of
them. We have participated in National Football Fiesta, 2Ot7 arranged by the Dhaka Residential Model
College. Then again, arrange a Table Tenis & Carom Tournament in our school premises.

It is a regular practice of Wordbridge School that every month one student from each class is awarded
as the "Student of the Month".

Wordbridge celebrated "Grand Parents Day" very grandly so that the senior citizens of our society will feel that
they exist and can play a vital role in their families.
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The Uses and abuses of advertisements
Naila Labiba Hossain, Class-Vil

A glance of any newspaper will reveal hundreds of advertisements. Some are elaborate
full-page displays while the majority are in the more economical classified sections. We
can read about job vacancies, new products, people wanting to sell or purchase house
and caq announcements of births and deaths, lonely hearts looking for partners, home
services etc. The list goes on, and expanding everyday. The uses of advertisements are

undisputed. Large companies depend heavily on advertisements to provide information about their products
to their consumers. These companies play a major role in the development of sports in own country. Without
them outing as sponsors we would not be able to stage international sporting events.

Most magazines and periodicals survive because of advertisements. The people or firms that advertise
provide the necessary finance to keep these magazines running. Both the parties are benefitted. The
publishers get to carry on their business and the advertises get to sell their products. However, some
magazines seem to lose their original purpose after a while because they have too many advertisements.

For an employeer looking for workers, advertisement provides one of the most efficient methods of getting
them. How else can employer let job-seekers know that there are jobs available? Through advertising in
newspaper, the whole country can be effectively reached and the best of the job-seekers can be selected.

It is the same when people want to sell or buy houses, cars and other things. Through advertisement they can
come in contact with people not normally met in usual daily life. Again the best buyers or sellers can be
picked out and the most suitable bargains can be reached. In short, advertisement enables people to wider
their choices and chances in whatever they wish to obtain or discard.

As useful as it is, advertisements are abused by unscrupulous people. misleading the public is the most
common form of abuse of advertisement. Consider some of the deception employed by advertisers.

ln the midst of an lnternational sports meet, we see the omnipresent sign of a popular-brand cigarette.
Everyone knows that smoking does nothing good for one's health. Yet these advertises blatantly ignore facts
and promote their products nonetheless. Even the all authorities turn a blind eye to the whole affair.
Nowadays the advertiser have begun to disguise their advertisements. lnstead of the direct approach to
cigarettes, they go in a round about way by advertising fashion, good-living and other aspects of "success,,.

On television, the abuse of advertisement is most apparent. Who can bear sitting through ten minutes of
continuous bombardment by shampoos, hair creams, snacks, washing powder and underarm spray? lt is just
too much ! What is worse, they always come just before the most exciting part of a programme ! Beside giving
us mentaljolt they methodically numb and abuses our minds. lt would certainly be for the good of all viewers
if the advertisers cut down on their advertisement and only advertise discreetly . Presently advertisement on
television is based on hard-selling and relentless assault on the viewers.

Furthermore how much of their advertisements are based on truth? Does using a certain brand of shampoo
eliminate dandruff? My personal experience is a definite "no". Does consuming certain food makes us
healthier? Then why the hospitals are always full? Does using a certain brand of soap powder really makes
clothes cleaner? Does owning a certain type of car really makes its owner happier? Such things we must ask,
if we do not want to be taken in by the advertisements.

Then we see that advertisement can be useful as well as it can be destructive. lt depends on how as well as
it can be destructive. lt depends on how it is used. People advertise because they need to. lt is only when
they advertise falsehood and misleading information that abuse comes in. We cannot escape this onslaught
of advertisements, but we can use our own intelligence to weed out the bad ones.
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Now-a-days "parenting" is a very important issue for the parents of modern time which provides easy
window to our children of this "Era of Advanced Technologies". A renowned Early Child Hood expert Ms.
Rafiath Rashid Mithila of BRAC came to share her experiences with our parents.

. ,{:}

An "Open Day" was observed during the "Parent-Teacher Meeting" by displaying the various project works
done by Wordbridge students.

KUNS FIJ

PANTA

Our tiny toddlers bought tickets from the counter to watch movie having pop corn .......this was literally just a
sweet way of their enjoyment.
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The Ominous Night
Afi at Rahman, Class-Vlll

The howling of the wind went through the trees without end, causing the skin on her neck to
prickle. Emily pulled her rags around her tightly, but they still failed to keep out the biting
wind. she began mumbling over and over again, "why did you do this to us? why? How can
someone be so cruel?" Tears ran down her cheeks as she felt an indiscernible pain in her
heart. She remembered the brutal murder and cursed Mr. Chris for murdering her parents.
Mr, Chris was the best friend of Emily's father, Mr. Mark. Few hours ago, after an admirable
supper, Emily and her parents were returning home, Abruptly, Emily heard a sharp screech as

a truck hit their car. Emily was gravely injured while her parents were losing consciousness; she heard repetitive
gunshots with some nefarious laughter. She turned and saw Mr. Chris, A chill went down her spine when she heard
the sickening cacophony of her parent's distraught screams and bleed to death. The joy of the night turned into
ashes for her. The horrendous and heinous murder scene of her parents traumatized her. But she needed to save
herself and ran towards the forest to hide leaving the innocent corpse of her parents lying in the pool of blood.
She could still see the gruesome murder splashing vividly in front her eyes. After sometime she saw some tiny lights
of cigarettes in the dark. When she got closer, she saw Mr. Chris with the same gun, Emily felt a strange fear in her
bones and began to panic.

"l've been waiting for this day for so long, the day I will finally get the full access to your father's property", Mr. Chris
chuckled mirthlessly.
"But why did you murder them so brutally? Why?" said Emily in a brittle voice while the tears rolled down her cheeks.
"Your father was my step-brother not my best friend. Being an illegitimate child, I was always being tossed aside and
your father was ashamed of telling that to you. Your grandfather gave all of his property to your father. Mark, being
emotionally persuaded by me, agreed to share a part of his wealth with me but will meet the end very soon", said
Mr. Chris while trembling with rage.

Emily began to run, falling over stones and stumbling and came close to a river. She turned around and saw Mr.
Chris, pointing his gun towards her. She jumped into the river. As the water filled her lungs, she thought that it is
better to take her own life than to die in the hands of a tyrant. Then she closed her eyes. Forever.

Reality
Zayed Bin Monsur, Class: X

The city council of Monza, ltaly have banned pet owners from keeping goldfish in curved
aquariums. When acted, the one making the law should have considered that it was
outright cruel to keep a fish as a result would have a tampered view of reality.
But how are we be so that we have the real view to reality and the goldfish's view is less
real can than ours? How do we know that we are not surrounded by some gigantic
goldfish bowl that distorts our view of reality?
Let us assume that our view to reality is the ideal one. But inside the bowl, the goldfish could follow scientific
laws which governing the motion of object offside their bowl. Let us look at an example. A freely moving
object in a straight line would move along a curved path from the fish, point of view. They could make
scientific laws from their frame of reference which would always be correct and ICT those to predict about
the future mother of the object. lf a goldfish formulated as such. Would we not have to admit that the
goldfish's view of reality is a valid one?
There are many examples from different models of reality, such as Ptolemy's model of which described the
nation of celestial bodies and looter; the model of Copernicus, which contradicted to the one ptolemy's. But
which is real? The Ptolemaic or Copernican model? A lot many would say that Copernicus proved ptolemy
wrong as seen in the example of the goldfish's view of reality! One can use either model of reality too the
observation of outer space. These lead us to conclude that there is no picture or theory to prove independent
concept of reality. Though realism may be a temptingview point! Modern Physics says it is a difficult one to
defend. For example, Quantum mechanics have explained a lot of mysteries which Classical Physics has failed
to unravel.
So I ask everyone reading this. What is your model of reality?
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"Happy Teachers' Day" A warm wish to all the Wordbridge teachers. Students showed their note of gratitude
towards their teachers by presenting flowers to them.

Our children learnt how to buy things from the shop without any salesman around them believing that hon-
esty still exists in this world.

Harry Potter is a very favorite character among the students now a days. Wordbridge School took part in the
"Harry Potter Festival" in British Council which was really a thrilling story for our studentsl
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Child Labor
Kainat Tuba, Class-Vl ll

Have you ever been to a tea stall? If you did, then you can see small children working over
there. They are instructed to serve tea to their customers. These children.work there all day:
burning their hands by holding the hot cup of tea or by the hot kettle. These children belong
to poor families, Who cannot provide a three times meal properly and suffer from poverty so
they also have to work for the financial support of the family. Rafiq is an eleven year old boy
who works in a garments selling store. His work is to attract customers to the shop. He works

there from 7:30 AM to 8:00 PM' His salary per day is forty taka, with which he can't even buy his daily needs. He said
that his father died after his birth and it was hard for his mom to look after him so she abandoned him on a street.
When he was at the age of eight, Like Rafiq many children are forced to work at a very young age. They cannot even
afford education because of theirfinancial situation. Manyof you maybe hatetowake up early, butthese children
are bound to wake up early not for going to school but for some little amount of money which will help their families
to have meal three times daily. Many of them are beaten and sexually abused by their bosses; you can see some
children begging on the streets, they are not employed anywhere because they have some physical problems, We
can help these children by providing them some financial support or we can take help from the government for their
education. lf they are engaged in child labour then we should take actions against it. lf they cannot change the
situation then they can get education in night schoolwith government's support, After allthey are humans like us!
Generally, everyone has siblings except for few people, but people who do not have siblings are rather unlucky than
me. I have two brothers, both are elder to me. Everyone says that three of us are the dearest to each other.
Sometimes I think yes we are dearest to each other, but still we are also very good rivals of each other. My brothers
are always good in their studies, which made me their adversary from a very young age. Whenever they used to
bring their result cards filled with A+ and A, they used to show it to me as if I never saw a single A+ or A in my own
result card, but I was still jealous of them because they are more brilliant than me, they used to find out my silly
mistakes to discourage me, but I kept on being assiduous. I worked hard to prevent myself from getfing thwarted. I

had to because I was very eager to call on my rivals for a challenge and so were they. These kind of healthy
competition kept us going well in our studies. Despite of all these I am not mad on my sibling because I always took
it as an encouragement for me to study hard. Sometimes I used to feel very demoralised because of their rancour
towards me, but whenever I felt like that I made myself understand that this is for my betterment, I relentlessly work
hard to keep on our rivalry. Our rivalry is a healthy rivalry which keeps us going and gives the strategy to challenge
others of our stage. That is what makes our rivalry a blessing for us, infact.

The Tale of two boys
Md. Rahbir Mahdi, Class-Vlll

The story takes place on one summer and revolves around two boys, Thomas Jack and Tim
Jefferson. Jack was brave and a curious kid while Tim was weak and shy. He was often
subjected to be bullying by others. One morning while they were at school, their teachers
exclaimed 'there have been growing number of kidnappings in our neighborhood, so be
careful'. After that the class resumed and the end of the day when most children started to
play, Tim was bullied. But that day the bullies told them that they would stop the bullying if he
could go to their neighborhood haunted house in and bring back something. They also said that he could get help
from any kid but no grownups. Seeing this as a ray of hope, Tim accepted the challenge and sought Jack's help. They
both decaled to sneak out of the house and meet in front of the abandoned building at night, Night fell, both of
them met in front of the building, feeling scared due to the rumours of ghosts. Jack had found a way to enter the
building through a secret entrance, After entering the building they fell discomfort since they started hearing noises.
After searching around the building for a souvenir they stumbled across a door from where the noises seemed to
come, jack being curious opened the door slightly. To their horror, they had stumbled into the kidnapper's den. The
noises came from the captured children. Both feeling scared decided to flee and notify the grownups when a hand
suddenly grabbed Tim. lt was the kidnapper! Jack immediately pushed the kidnapper and distracted him while Tim
ran away to tell the grownups. The police quickly surrounded the building and the kidnapper was caught.
Both the children were scolded for sneaking out of the house but also rewarded, since if not for them, the
kidnapped children may have never seen their parents again.
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Wordbridge celebrate the "Global Hand Washing Day" by giving demonstration to its students about how to
wash hands properly. They washed their hands during their tiffin time to show that we should keep our
hands clean to remain healthy.

"Healthy Food Habit" - to promote this slogan we have arranged a general health check-up conducted by
Lions Club, Rose Garden. We will also provide a "Health Card for this purpose for each students & teachers.

Wordbridge congratulates its "First Achievers" whole heartedly. Now-a-days "parenting" is a very important
issue for the parents of modern time which provides easy window to our children of this "Era of Advanced
Technologies".
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Lalbagh Fort in Dhaka
This famous historic place is

Dhaka, Bangladesh. This was
seventeenth century.

situated on the northeast side of
built during the Mughal rule, on

Kotila Mura in Comilla
This is one of the sacred Buddhist places and one of the fifth
spots amongst the Mainamati ruins. This is believed to be done
on 600 AD. Kotila Mura is situated in Comilla, Bangladesh

The Liberation War Museum in Dhaka : This ls a p ace to visit when you want to
know about the struggle of the mother nahon and her children to get independence

from foreign military ruie or'Muktt Judho', Though it is built in 1971, it has got

reorganizatron by many Nabonal and internatjonal archaeological surveys.

Ahsan Manzil at Dhaka
This is the heritage building of the then jamindar of Jamalpur. lt
was built during the late eighteenth century by Sheik Enayet
Ullah.

The Armenian Church in Dhaka : Armenian Apostolic Church of
the Holy Resurrection is a prestigious architectural structure
situated in old Dhaka. lt is an evidence of the existence of
Armenian during the seventeenth and eighteenth century.

Mahasthangarh in Bogra : lt is the most ancient urban
archaeological structure of Bangladesh, at the bank of river
Karatoya. There is evidence that says this place existec during
the third century in the reign of Pundravardhana.
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Schod I College

Full Administrative
Operation

ffi Attendence System
With Real Time SMS

effi o1841 6,6,0 (,03
S5l" f,entral Road Dhanmondi Dhaka-12o5

How are we dlff,grent fygm gt_hgyl
. Highly Qualified Teachers

24/7 Supervision (CCTV and ln-house Security Officers)
Sports Facilities : Football, Cricket, Tennis, Basketball etc
Class duration of one hour twenty minutes for maximum learning benefit
No extra coaching is required, if required it will be provided free of cost (For O & A Level)
Air-conditioned class rooms & Automated SMS Generating System for attendance, late entry,
late leaving, home work & assignments
Waiver through ROBI affiliation
After School tutorial classes

Scholarship available

Contoct Detoils
Wordbridge School
H # 52 (New), R # 2/A (New)

Dhanmondi R/A, Dhaka-1209

col!tt;
+88-O2-9656777
+88-01785-300100
+88-01878-L9L929

Mohitur Rahman, Rho & Debashish Saha

Management, Wordbridge School
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